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Traveling,
Trips &
Dining Out
Life with A Child with ASD, One Mother’s View
Raising a child with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) isn’t always easy, and you shouldn’t feel that
taking care of yourself is an act of selfishness—it’s a necessity. Because, being emotionally strong will
not only better prepare you to care for your child but also give you the focus and understanding you need
when your child throws you a curveball. With children on the autism spectrum, there are no consistent
expectations or habits. It is a spectrum, and every child has varying abilities and challenges, and handles
situations differently. Keeping an open mind and retooling information to fit your family’s needs is some
of the best advice. Read on to share in our family’s journey and, I hope, take away some ideas and tips to
ease you on your own parenting path, wherever it may lead.
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Thousands of children in Virginia have some
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age, please call us for a free screening.
We’re here to help.
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The Sooner. The Better.
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siblings would ask him to close his mouth,

for larger parties. I had to explain exactly

Matthew would frequently open his mouth

what happened when my three children

even more to irritate them. At home, this

were placed in tight quarters. With detailed

ultimately led to different dining times

explanation, they accommodated us.

for our kids, as this was the best solution

Matthew’s movements are also always

for reducing the conflict, and picking and

broadly stroked, somewhat like a bull in a

choosing battles.

china shop. His judgment for placement of
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things on the table or for reaching over full

pressure of strangers watching us helped

glasses of water with coat sleeves is poor.

with controlling these poor manners.

He might pick up the salt and think it is

However, his

had

funny to shake it at his brother. So, as long

experienced the conflict so many times

as I can get him seated in such a way that

that their expectations were always that he

his feet will not touch his siblings’ feet

would slip up. Therefore, I learned several

and they do not have direct eye contact

tricks for us to dine out more successfully.

without turning their heads, I can reduce
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and
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the opportunity for conflict.

table large enough for your child with

Second: Determine your child’s menu

ASD to sit across from you and next to the

choice before going into the restaurant.

other parent—not across from or next to

I have learned to ask Matthew what he

his sibling if the relational times are bad. I

wants to eat before we enter a restaurant.

always ask for a table for six even though

He struggles greatly with his processing,

we are five. If I asked for five, they would

so giving him a menu filled with options is

always seat us at a four-top with a chair

not a good choice. Identifying to him three

on the end. Well, that just set us up for

things and asking which one of the three

a big disaster. I remember once being at

he wants allows this decision to be easier

a lodge that only had four-tops (thus five

for him and causes us all much less stress

with a chair) or eight-tops. I ultimately

Third: Restaurant choice is key. Loud

insisted on an eight-top, but they wanted

and casual restaurants are also always a

to argue with me that this larger table was

must for success for our family. If conflict

or arguments do occur, they are not quiet.
“Reserved” is not a word that will ever
describe the way our children behave
together when out in public or at home.
Should conflicts begin, I have also found
that removing one of the children as

Because so
much is riding
on your tires...

soon as possible assists in controlling the
escalation that occurs.

impacted his presentation at the table.
He never liked this, as he was honestly
disgusted with seeing his food. This
seeing and ended up being a constructive
tool. Ultimately, while he has improved
his skills, the reality is that he will always
struggle

with

remembering

to

wipe

or close his mouth, so we have better
success if we strategically place our other
two children in such a way that direct
visual contact is not easy.
In closing, I hope you find these tips
and techniques useful and that they lead
you to happy family travels and dining.
Raising a child with any special need isn’t
easy, and you need to remember that you
and your family’s health and well-being
are always a top priority. Just as I tend to
change our environment to help create
a more successful experience, you too
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can find ways to improve your family’s
experiences together. I realize now that
with my son being 25, I have learned
incredible lessons over the many years
that have gone so quickly. Today, Matthew
lives independently in a fully-funded
group home and has a full-time job. We
couldn’t be more proud!
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an 25-year-old on the autism
spectrum and her brother has
Down syndrome. Through
her lifelong interactions and
observations of her brother
and son, and her educational
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that impact individuals with
disabilities. For more information,
see purplecherry.com to visit her
Purposeful Architecture work or
read other articles she has written.
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